Main Features

- All calculations customized to your location.
- Predictions for all emission modes.
- CML – Io Phase charts.
- Sky display with approx. antenna pattern.
- Yearly visibility chart.
- Automation scripts.
- Jupiter Information Server.
Set up Your Location
Predictions
Antenna pattern.

Jupiter and Sun tracks.

Galactic plane.
Based on ??? 2 deg data?

Show plot with different features visible. Visibility track. Legend
Jupiter Information Server

- Provides a ready stream of text information regarding the position of Jupiter/ Sun, Io-Phase, CML, and emission Mode.
- Called by the Spectrograph or Radio-SkyPipe.
- Write your own.
Automation

[Diagram of Automation interface]

Tasks performed if any of the checked modes are met:
- Run Script: Browse
- Script File:
- When conditions are met:
  - Run Script: Browse
  - Script File:
- When conditions no longer met:
  - Run Script: Browse
  - Script File:
- When Alt Az conditions met:
  - Run Script: Browse
  - Script File:

Conditions:
- SMH: Local YYY XM DD
- Do Once: Date Year
- Do At This Time (HH:MM): 00:00
- Do Daily
- If A
- If B
- If C
- If D
- If E
- If F
- If G
- Top Alt is Between 0 59.9
- Top Az is Between 0 359.9
- Only When Sun Is Below Horizon

OK Cancel
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